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ABSTRACT1

The emergence of distributed hydraulic systems in aerospace and other high-tech industries
requires the development of compact high-efficiency hydraulic pumps with high reliability,
low weight, and a reduced number of moving parts. This paper presents a compact high-
frequency solid-state pump concept ideally suited for incorporation in distributed hydraulic
systems. The driving element of this pump is a high-frequency solid-state induced-strain
actuator of either piezo-electric or piezo-magnetic characteristics. An essential feature of the
proposed pump is the solid-state fluid diode. The use of a solid-state fluid diode eliminates the
need for mechanical check valves and thus enables the solid-state actuation element to act at
its kHz resonant frequency. This paper describes the importance of distributed hydraulic
systems and outlines the advantages of using active-material in hydraulic power generation. A
review of the state of the art in piezo-pumps is presented next. This is followed by the
description of the proposed high-frequency solid-state modular pump incorporating a novel
solid-state fluid diode. Schematic diagram and results of preliminary flow analysis are
provided. A comprehensive list of references is also included.

INTRODUCTION

The Emergence of Distributed Hydraulic Systems
For many industrial applications, hydraulic power offers significant advantages for

effective mechanical actuation. Hydraulic actuators have very high force-density values, are
compact, and can be easily installed in aircraft, helicopters, ships, and other applications.
However, a serious draw back of hydraulic actuation is the need for supply lines bringing
high-pressure hydraulic fluid from a central pumping station, and returning the spent fluid
back to the reservoir (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Present-day configuration of aircraft hydraulic system: (a) system layout (b) details of the
hydraulic actuator and servo-valve operation

At present (Design News/11-20/95 and Aviation Week and Space Technology/May 6,
1996), a new concept is being implemented. The hydraulic lines are practically eliminated and
the aircraft survivability is highly increases. In the existing systems, a local damage in the
hydraulic manifold may disable a large number (if not all) of the hydraulic actuators, and thus
incapacitates aircraft’s flight controls. To prevent such catastrophic occurrence, multiple
hydraulic lines are being used, but this means more viscous friction, and more power loss.
This situation is significantly improved by placing the hydraulic pumps next to the hydraulic
actuators. In this case, power transmission takes place in electrical form, while the electro-
mechanical power conversion is done at the application site. Significant power saving also
result. These ideas constitute the core of the “more electric aircraft” initiative, in which the
hydraulic generation unit (electric motor + axial-pistons pump) is placed close to the
application, viz., the aircraft flight controls. Several hydraulics suppliers, government labs and
aircraft manufacturers are presently involved in developing this concept using conventional
hardware, i.e. stand-alone units that package together an electric motor, a hydraulic pump, and
even an actuator. However, as the more electric aircraft takes effect, and pump-actuator units
get distributed along the aircraft in increasing numbers, the system reliability will start
suffering from the n-fold increase in the number of parts. To bring the MTBF of the network
of distributed hydraulic power generation units to values similar to the case of a single large
central power generation unit, it is necessary to substantially decrease the number of parts in
each unit. To achieve this, it will become necessary to improve and simplify the very
construction of the hydraulic power-generating unit. This would require a "quantum leap" in
the way hydraulic power is generated. The existing paradigm of electric motor driving axial-
pistons pump (hundreds of parts) will have to give place to new paradigms using the solid-
state construction of active-materials based piezo-pumps (tens of parts).

We propose a revolutionary approach – the compact solid-state piezo-pump. With much
higher power-to-weight ratios than the present electric motor driven axial-pistons pumps, and
having an order of magnitude less parts, they are posed to successfully replace the electric
motor driven axial-pistons pump in the next generation “more electric aircraft”.
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Figure 2 Active materials offer direct conversion of electrical energy in high frequency linear motion.
However, their implementation into aircraft hydraulic system cannot be achieved without
displacement amplification.

   Active-Material-Based Aircraft Hydraulic Systems
Active materials can transform directly the input electrical energy into output mechanical

energy. The frequency response of piezo-electric active materials runs into the high kHz
range. However, the active material response amplitude (the induced-strain effect) does not, at
present, exceed 0.1%. The maximum mechanical energy density that can be delivered into an
external elastic system by an induced-strain material, ( )Ee

'
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, can be estimated, as
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where, E is the Young modulus of the active material, and εISA is the induced strain. The
factor of ¼ comes from the fact that, due to internal compressibility of the active material,
part of the energy gets stored internally and hence it is not available for external use. Current
values of peak energy per cycle for commercially available piezo-actuators do not exceed
0.25 J/kg (Giurgiutiu and Rogers, 1997). The maximum output power density, ( )Pe

'
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, that

can be delivered by the active material into an elastic system can be estimated as
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where ω is the angular frequency that is related to the vibration frequency, f, by the expression
ω = 2πf. Equation (2) shows that, roughly, the power delivered by induced strain materials
increases linearly with its operational frequency. Since the piezo-active materials have kHz
capability, their capability of delivering mechanical power can be much larger than for
conventional devices. For example, 1 kg of active material, operating at 3.5 kHz could
produce 5.5 kW of mechanical power! However, the same lump of material, when operating
at 50 Hz, could only produce 0.08 kW. To date, most aero-controls applications of active
materials have worked below 50 Hz, relying merely on displacement amplification (Figure 3).
Not surprisingly, the energy delivery in these applications has not been outstanding.
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Figure 3 Constant-frequency displacement amplification concepts achieve larger actuation stroke on
the expense of actuation force, since the energy is conserved.

Energy Magnification Principle and Devices
By using the power conservation principle, i.e. operating the active material at a high

frequency and the application at a low frequency, energy magnification can be achieved. For
example, the active material can operate at kHz, while the application can operate below 50
Hz. The potential energy magnification can be 200 times, or more, since power is conserved:

P E E' ' '= =ω ω1 1 2 2 . (4)
To achieve energy magnifications, an adequate device must be utilized. Two concepts have

been proposed so far: mechanical and hydraulic. Examples of mechanical-energy
magnification devices are the inchworm linear actuator (Rubenson and Butterworth, 1957),
and the traveling-wave linear actuator (Kottamasu and Weisensel, 1997). Example of
hydraulic energy magnification devices is the hydraulic piezo-pump. The mechanical-energy
magnification devices (inchworm and traveling-wave actuators) rely on friction to close the
load path between the active material and the actuator housing. This poses certain
manufacturing and operational problems, since it involves tight tolerances that can also be
affected by wear. An additional difficulty lies in the fact that the active materials are typically
brittle, and improper application of forces can lead to early mechanical failures. The hydraulic
energy magnification devices, such as the piezo-pump, could be made much more robust. The
hydraulic fluid is less aggressive mechanically, and does not produce wear and tear of the
brittle active materials. Since the pump and the actuator are separate units, the reaction forces
created during the actuator operation do not affect the active material inside the pump.
Additionally, the use of hydraulic systems for actuation is much more flexible than the direct
mechanical drive. Hydraulic actuators can also be placed, without difficulty, at tight locations,
remote from the pump, which is not possible with mechanical drives. Figure 4 presents the
conceptual use of high-power piezo-pumps in the “more electric aircraft” construction.
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Figure 4 The piezo-pump concept can completely revolutionize the aircraft control systems.

REVIEW OF STATE OF THE ART IN PIEZO-PUMPS
The use of active materials to create fluid motion has made the object of several

publications and patents. Aiba et al. (1985) describes a "piezo activated liquid supply pump
that includes a cylinder shaped vibration pipe made of piezo element, and a cone shaped
pressure chamber surrounded by a rubber wall. Polyethylene glycol is filled in the cavity for
transferring the vibration of the piezo element to the rubber wall of the cone shaped pressure
chamber. The volume of the pressure chamber varies in response to the vibration of the piezo
element to achieve the liquid supply. The cone configuration of the pressure chamber ensures
an effective removal of air bubbles from the pressure chamber." This piezo pump was
designed for ink delivery systems. Its operation relies on the lateral vibrations of a thin wall
piezo cylinder. It utilizes mechanical check valves, and has a low discharge rate and pressure.

Kuwana et al. (1992) describe a piezo "hydraulic pump that includes a housing, a slidable
piston device for defining a pump chamber which is communicated with the reservoir and the
changeover device at a side of one end thereof in the housing, an inlet check valve disposed
between the pump chamber and the reservoir for permitting fluid communication from the

Figure 5 The piezo-pump concept is an effective application of the energy magnification principle.
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reservoir to the pump chamber and for interrupting fluid communication from the pump
chamber to the reservoir, an outlet check valve disposed between the pump chamber and the
changeover device for permitting fluid communication from the pump chamber to the
changeover device and for interrupting fluid communication from the changeover device to
the pump chamber, and a piezo element for reciprocating the piston device disposed at the
other end of the piston device. The piezo element is expanding and contracting in response to
the application of an oscillating voltage so as to reciprocate the piston." This pump utilizes
mechanical check valves and has a low discharge rate.

Van Lintel (1993) describes a piezo electric micro-pump in which "pumping takes place as
a result of the deformation of a plate using a piezo-electric pad. The deformation produces a
variation in volume within the pumping chamber defined inside a plate made of a material
that can be machined using photolithographic processes. The pump outlet is blocked off,
selectively, by a membraned check-valve in direct communication with another check-valve
via the pumping chamber. The check-valve selectively enables the pumping chamber to
communicate with the pump inlet. The outlet valve membrane has a layer of oxide providing
a pretension on closing. Thus, the check has a regulatory effect on the pump operation,
making the flow almost independent of the outlet pressure. The intended application of the
pump is the injection of exact doses of medication."

Okuyama and Aoyagi (1990) describe a pump that "is comprised of a piezo-electric
vibrator mounted in a casing. The piezo-electric vibrator is coated with an elastic elastomer
layer, and a peripheral part of the elastomer layer is secured to the casing within the casing.
Suction and discharge of fluid is performed by means of piezo-electric vibrator vibrated by
applying alternative current voltages between electrodes of the piezo-electric vibrator. The
vibration of the piezo-electric vibrator is performed smoothly." The piezo-electric vibrator has
a mono-layer construction, and its vibration takes place in the transverse direction. Values of
the discharge pressure and flow rate are given as 0.02 kgf/cm2 and 400 ml/min, for liquid, and
0.11 kgf/cm2 and 1000 ml/min, for gases.

Kobayashi (1993) describes a "metal-air cell having a piezo-electric pump. The piezo-
electric pump has a characteristic of moderate change of airflow speed relative to the pressure.
Accordingly, the air supply speed can be easily controlled. This characteristic enables small
and simple construction of the metal-air cell with the maximum electrical energy being
obtained from the cell." The pump was shown capable of a discharge pressure of 0.040
kgf/cm2 at an airflow rate of 100 ml/min.

ETREMA Products, Inc. (1996) has presented a working model of a “Giant
Magnetostrictive Pump” capable of discharging 100 ml/min of liquid at a differential pressure
of 8 kgf/cm2. The pump has an outside diameter of 33.5 mm and a length of 100 mm, and
uses 17 W of electrical power.

Bar-Cohen (1996) proposed a miniature piezoelectric pump that could handle liquids and
gases at low temperatures, and would consume low power. The patent states that "a typical
pump of this type would include an inlet valve, a pair of opposed pistons, and an outlet valve.
The valve and piston actuators would contain stacked piezoelectric or electrostrictive ceramic
wafers. The voltages applied to the actuators would be phased to make them operate in a
sequence to move a fluid from the inlet to the outlet. Pressure sensors in the pistons and
valves would provide feedback for phase control. The pump would not leak when turned off
because when no voltage was applied to the valve actuators and pistons, both valves would
remain closed and the pistons would be pressed against each other or it could be made to
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retain the position where one valve is closed. For a pump-cycle frequency raging from 1 to 10
kHz, the pumping rate would range from 20 to 200 ml/sec. (1200 to 12000 ml/min)".

Hagood (1998) reported working on a mid-scale piezo-pump with the membrane cut out of
a silicon wafer. A small piezo-stack is used to produce the membrane motion, while the fluid
flow is controlled via two piezo-valves, separately actuated. The concept is meant with a dual
role, as a pump for hydraulic power generation, and as an electric generator for power
harvesting.

However, the piezo-pump prototypes presented so far suffer from a series of limitations,
e.g., low pressure-capability (8 at ≈ 120 psi) and small flow rate (100 cc/min ≈ 6.1 in3/min).
The technology challenges of such a piezo-pump lie in the hydrodynamics of the fluid flow
through the pump, and in the frequency limitations of the non-return valves on which these
piezo-pump prototypes had to rely. To solve the hydrodynamics issues of the piezo-pump, and
to construct a proof-of-concept demonstrator, represents a challenging research effort. Our
concept uses a modular piezo pump design capable of high discharge rates and high pressure
due to a solid-state fluid diode, and a high-power induced-strain actuator.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPACT SOLID-STATE PIEZO-PUMP
Figure 6 presents the solid-state hydraulic pump concept. The principle of operation relies

on a hydraulic chamber equipped with a moving wall (flexible diaphragm) and a solid-state
fluid diode. The moving wall produces a volumetric displacement that is rectified by the fluid
diode and transformed into fluid flow from the IN port to the OUT port. The solid state
construction of this pump stems from the following facts: the wall motion is realized through
a flexible diaphragm; the mechanical motion is produced by a solid-state actuator; the fluid
diode has a solid-state construction. Unlike conventional solution, no moving-parts are
involved in generation of motion, volumetric displacement, and fluid flow.

Solid-State
Actuator

Solid-State Fluid Diode

Back Plate

Corrugated Metallic
Membrane

Casing

Fluid Chamber

OUTIN

Figure 6 Schematic representation of the high-frequency solid-state modular pump

Though the general principles of operation are well establish, their successful
implementation relies on the technological capabilities: (a) high-frequency high-energy
motion to create the volumetric displacement, and (b) solid-state fluid diode capable of
considerable flow rates at high differential pressures. The solid-state actuator provides the
driving force for the pump. Its main function is to provide an oscillatory transverse motion to
the corrugated metallic membrane. The physical principles underlying the operation of the
solid-state actuator can be various (electromagnetic, piezo-electric, piezo-magnetic, electro-
strictive, magneto-strictive, etc) and the scope of our concept is not limited to a particular
choice. In the practical application of this concept, the solid-state actuator capable of giving
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the highest power density with a good electro-mechanical conversion-efficiency will be
selected. Past experience (Giurgiutiu and Rogers, 1997), recommends induced-strain solid-
state actuators (e.g., PZT, TERFENOL), since they provide both high force and high
frequency. The fluid chamber offers the necessary volumetric control to enact the fluid
motion through the corrugated metallic membrane motion. The wall of the fluid chamber is
designed to meet stiffness criteria that ensure negligible volume loss due to wall compliance.
Hoop and axial stiffeners are provided externally, as needed.

The solid-state fluid diode is a high-frequency device ensuring that fluid flow takes place
in only one direction, from the IN port towards the OUT port. The solid-state fluid diode has
no moving parts and its functioning is based entirely on fluid dynamics principles. The solid-
state fluid diode forms one of the fixed walls of the fluid chamber. The lateral displacement of
the membrane is transformed into alternating volumetric displacement in the fluid chamber.
Due to the rectifying properties of the solid-state fluid diode, the alternating volumetric
displacement is transformed into one-way fluid flow from the IN port to the OUT port.

The Office of Technology Transfer of the University of South Carolina is at present
evaluating our patent disclosure related to the principles and construction of the piezo-pump
incorporating a revolutionary solid-state fluid diode. (Giurgiutiu, Dutta, and Rogers, 1997).

PARAMETER STUDY
The parameters controlling the pump discharge rate are the displacement amplitude and

frequency of membrane motion. The displacement amplitude and frequency of the membrane
motion are essentially the same as the displacement amplitude and frequency of the solid-state
actuator. The displacement amplitude of the solid-state actuator is controlled by the
energizing amplitude, i.e., the energizing voltage for piezo-electric or electro-strictive
actuators, or the energizing current for piezo-magnetic or magneto-strictive actuators. In most
high-discharge applications, the amplitude will be kept at the maximum possible within the
low-hysteresis low-loss range of the solid-state induced-strain actuator. The operating
frequency will be such as to drive the induced-strain actuator at its electro-mechanical
resonance. Thus, the electrical power consumed by the pump will be minimized. The
displacement amplitude frequency is the primary control of the pump at high discharge rates.
For low and very low discharge rates, both the frequency and amplitude may be varied.

Figure 2a shows the desired flow through nozzle and flow loss due to leakage through the
diffuser resulting from our theoretical modeling. The results show that a higher geometric
ratio facilitates better volumetric efficiency. Thus, the maximum volumetric efficiency
achievable with our design is predicted to be nearly 80%. For high pressure-difference
between inlet and outlet, similar plots can be derived (Figure 5b). It can be seen that the
leakage flow increases as the operating pressure difference between the inlet and outlet
increases. A high geometric ratio is required to maintain acceptable volumetric efficiency in
high-pressure hydraulic operation.

A parametric study was performed and several geometrical conditions were tested. The
influence of geometry and pressure ratio on volumetric flow efficiency was determined.
Results show that only a few geometric and pressure ratios can be feasible choices for the
design of an efficient pump. As shown by our analysis, the flow efficiency goes down as the
pressure difference between inlet and outlet increases. The suction side pressure requirement
is governed by the vapor pressure (to minimize or stop cavitation related problems) of the
fluid. Interestingly, the suction pressurization requirement is less for the higher inlet-to-outlet
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pressure difference. That is because the leakage flow is higher for the higher inlet-to-outlet
pressure difference and thus cavitation problems are reduced at the expense of a loss in the
volumetric efficiency. A preliminary unsteady calculation of the flow field shows that to
achieve the minor loss coefficient effects for the converging and diverging sections of the
valve, effect of turbulent decay plays a significant role. The turbulent eddy viscosity is several
order of magnitudes higher than the molecular viscosity needed to dissipate the high pressure-
gradients in the flow. The flow Reynolds number for 300-atm. pressure is around 8 × 104.
Such a high Reynolds number, along with the flow separation condition in the diffuser, ensure
that the turbulent eddy viscosity is more than 100 times greater than the molecular viscosity
(Bradshaw, 1973; Driver and Seegmiller, 1985; Dutta et al., 1996). Thus the solid state valve
is a viable design. However, more performance improvements can be achieved by proper
contouring of the internal geometry and by adding directional flow resistances into the flow
path.
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 (b) Pressure difference between suction and pressure sides (atm)
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Figure 2 Volumetric efficiency of the solid state valve at vs. different values of the geometric ratio: (a)
low pressure-difference; (b) high pressure-difference.

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE
To exemplify the proposed concept, we considered a design example featured on the

ETREMA piezo-magnetic actuator AA-140J, with a maximum free stroke of ±0.070 mm,
axial stiffness of 24.9 kN/mm, and natural frequency of 2400 Hz. To account for losses due to
compressibility under dynamic load operation, the effective stroke of the actuator was taken
as ±0.050 mm. The calculate flow rate for triangular wave form excitation resulted as follows:

Case 1( high pressure, ∆p = 300 bar, ηV = 34.0%)
Q u A fV= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅η = 0.34×0.100×1257×2400 = 102.6 cm3/s = 6.15 l/min @ 300 bar
Case 2( high volume rate, ∆p = 300 bar, ηV = 34.0%)
Q u A fV= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅η = 0.454×0.100×1257×2400 = 137.0 cm3/s = 8.218 l/min @ 200 bar
The estimated overall external dimensions and weight of this device would be ∅  44 mm ×

150 mm, and 1.5 kg, respectively. This predicted parameters, and the fact that it has a
completely solid-state construction, indicates that the proposed device is far superior to any
other fluid pumps available today.
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